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The extent to which Stated Choice (SC) experiments suffer from hypothetical bias contin-
ues to be a controversial topic in the literature. This research provides further evidence in
this debate by examining the existence of hypothetical bias in a transport-related SC exper-
iment. Data for this research were sourced from a University of Sydney study exploring the
effect of exposure-based charging on motorist behaviour. The sample included 148 Sydney
motorists who were recruited to take part in the 10-week GPS driving field study (Revealed
Preference/RP data). In addition, participants were also required to complete an SC survey
which was designed to mimic the RP decision context in order to capture what participants
indicated they would do as opposed to what participants actually did in reaction to the
charging regime.

The current state of practice for measuring hypothetical bias in the literature is to com-
pare aggregate differences in model outcomes using SC and RP data sources. Aggregate
analysis is limited in its scope and does not allow for the calculation of the prevalence of
hypothetical bias (i.e., how many participants are affected by hypothetical bias). This
research is uniquely structured to allow for individual categorisation of hypothetical bias
by comparing SC and RP data from the same sample for the direct purpose of investigating
the prevalence of hypothetical bias. Furthermore, the extent to which mitigation tech-
niques (cheap talk and certainty scales) influence hypothetical bias is also explored. The
findings from this research show that the SC model estimates are prone to hypothetical
bias and that the mitigation techniques have potential to compensate for this inherent bias.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There are two main data types used in the literature dealing with the study of choices: Stated Preference (SP) and Re-
vealed Preference (RP). SP methods have been used for many years to elicit information on preferences based on hypothetical
markets. These methods are regularly applied in a variety of fields, including Transportation, Marketing, Environmental and
resource economics and more recently Health economics and Finance. In current practice, SP methods can be broadly clas-
sified into two categories, Contingent Valuation (CV) and Stated Choice Experiments (SC), although alternative SP method-
ologies such as traditional conjoint methods have been used in the past. In SC experiments, respondents are typically
presented with a series of hypothetical choice situations consisting of a finite number of alternatives, and asked to select
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the one that they most prefer. These alternatives are usually distinguished by a number of predefined attributes and levels.
RP data on the other hand consist of choices made in real markets. RP data can be observational (i.e., with or without exper-
imental influence) or self-reported. RP data collected from actual experiments (e.g., field experiments), which observe
choices made in real life settings, are often used as a substitute for the lack of observed real data in the natural setting.

One of the major criticisms of SC data is that the choices are made in hypothetical markets. The different choices made by
individuals in hypothetical settings as opposed to those made in real life situations is often described as resulting from hypo-
thetical bias. This paper explores the existence of hypothetical bias in SC experiments and the extent to which mitigation
techniques designed to reduce bias influence bias estimates derived from SC models. The study compares and contrasts
SC and RP datasets in a transportation context. Data for this study were sourced from a University of Sydney project explor-
ing the effect of exposure-based charging on motorist behaviour. Exposure-based charges (as defined in this experiment)
were focused on risk-reduction by charging motorists based on the number of kilometres driven and the time-of-day and
speed at which those kilometres were driven. The sample comprised 148 Sydney motorists who were recruited to take part
in a 10-week GPS driving field study (RP data). The RP field study was structured as a comparison between two five-week
driving periods, the GPS ‘Before’ phase and the GPS ‘After’ phase. The GPS ‘Before’ period determined the base level of driving,
while the GPS ‘After’ period measured the changes in driving behaviour as a result of the charging regime (Greaves and Fifer,
2010; Greaves et al., 2010b,a).

The same participants were also required to complete a SC survey (Fifer et al., 2011). The SC survey was designed to mi-
mic the RP decision context and capture what participants indicated they would do as opposed to what participants actually
did in reaction to the charging regime. Participants who completed the SC experiment were exposed to two commonly used
mitigation techniques: cheap talk and certainty calibration. Furthermore, to control for any order effects, half the sample
completed the SC experiments before the GPS field study while the other half completed the SC experiment after the field
study. Splitting the SC survey sample in this way provided a measure of the level of experience each participant has with the
decision context.

2. Literature review

Differences in decision-making exhibited in hypothetical surveys are linked to the notion of salience, which requires that
respondents’ actions are linked to the rewards they receive. This means that individuals may behave differently when re-
quired to follow through with decisions made in a hypothetical setting (i.e., which have no real economic commitment)
(Hensher, 2010).3 In most standard SP surveys, there are no direct incentives for respondents to reveal their true preferences.
For example, even if an incentive is offered for participation, it is given regardless of the actual answers to the choice experiment
questions. The notion of salience in an SP context is closely linked to the concept of incentive compatibility in experiments. A
study is said to be incentive-compatible if it is in the best interest of the participant to reveal their true preferences. Carson and
Groves (2007) describe the revealing of true preferences as an outcome of whether the participant cares about the results of the
research, and believes that his or her answers will influence the decisions to be made as a result of the research (referred to as
consequential questions). Further research into this area has led to a branch of literature focusing on the influence of conse-
quentiality in SP experiments (Herriges et al., 2010; Vossler and Evans, 2009).

Following on from the work of Carson and Groves (2007), Herriges et al. (2010) define consequentiality as two compo-
nents; (1) Payment consequentiality: the participant believes there is a probability that they will have to outlay some money
as an outcome of the decisions task; and (2) Policy consequentiality (defined above): the participant cares about the results
of the research, and believes that his or her answers will influence the decisions to be made as a result of the research.

In CV provision rules are often utilised to induce incentive-compatible research outcomes for public goods.4 Further, re-
cent innovations such as ‘cheap talk’ and ‘real choice’ experiments have been developed to directly counter the issue of incen-
tive compatibility in SP experiments. These measures are discussed in subsequent sections of this paper.

2.1. Evidence of hypothetical bias in contingent valuation

There is an extensive literature dealing with hypothetical bias issues associated with CV. List and Gallet (2001), Little and
Berrens (2004) and Murphy et al. (2005) performed meta-analysis on a number of CV studies to provide a guide to the extent
of hypothetical bias, and to explain some of its possible causes. All of these studies conclude that hypothetical bias is a major
concern for SP studies, with median bias levels ranging anywhere from 25% to 300%. More specifically, the findings suggest
that there is less hypothetical bias associated with Willingness to Pay (WTP) than with Willingness to Accept (WTA), private
versus public goods and with choice-based elicitation methods (SC) than with standard CV.

More recently, Harrison and Rutström (2008) provided a summary of hypothetical bias in CV, focussing on differences
between the common elicitation methods (open-ended, closed-ended and binary referendums). They found that there is
not enough evidence to suggest one elicitation procedure outperforms any other when it comes to reducing hypothetical
3 Sugden (2005) provided a more broad definition of anomalies in SP experiments (i.e., patterns in responses that are inconsistent with standard economic
assumptions about preferences) and presented five strategies to cope with these anomalies at a special symposium.

4 Provision rules are rules which define how a good will be provided. For example, in a referendum a public good may be provided if the majority of
participants agree (vote) for the provision of that good.
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bias. However, they suggest that experiential calibration methods, such as certainty calibration, can reduce hypothetical bias
in some contexts.

2.2. Evidence of hypothetical bias in Stated Choice Experiments

In contrast with the literature on hypothetical bias in CV, the study of hypothetical bias in SC experiments is in its relative
infancy. Research studies designed to measure hypothetical bias in SC experiments are often very difficult and costly to run.
In the literature, there are two common methods of comparison: Stated Choice versus Real Choice (SC/RC) experiments and
Stated Choice versus Revealed Preference (SC/RP) experiments.

2.2.1. Stated choice/real choice
SC/RC comparison studies are linked to the concept of incentive compatibility. The hypothetical bias often induced in

standard SC experiments due to lack of incentive compatibility is thought to occur because respondents face no real conse-
quences for their actions (Harrison, 2007). SC/RC experiments attempt to make the SC experiments incentive-compatible by
way of presenting respondents with an enforceable outcome as a result of their choices. These studies involve the adminis-
tration of a standard SC experiment, except respondents are informed upfront that once their choices are made, one will be
selected at random to be binding. The use of this mechanism as a method to mitigate hypothetical bias is referred to as
‘incentive alignment’ in the literature (Harrison, 2007). Unfortunately, the nature of this application means that it can only
be applied to certain goods, when it is realistic and feasible to provide a binding alternative purchase situation (e.g., low-
priced consumer goods). An overview of the principal studies measuring hypothetical bias in SC using the SC/RC method,
and the composition of these studies, can be found in the online Supplementary materials for this paper (Supplementary
Table 1).

2.2.2. Stated choice/revealed preference
At time of writing, four prominent transport-related studies have examined the existence of hypothetical bias using SC/RP

comparisons (Brownstone and Small, 2005; Hensher, 2010; Isacsson, 2007; Nielsen, 2004). These studies focus on the value
of time (VOT), comparing estimates using SC and RP data. VOT refers to the marginal rate of substitution of travel time for
money in a travellers’ indirect utility function. Aggregate results from these examples suggest that real values tend to be
larger than the values constructed from hypothetical markets (i.e., people were willing to pay more to save time than pre-
dicted in hypothetical markets). In correspondence with the evidence presented for SC/RC studies, the limited SC/RP litera-
ture does not provide conclusive evidence-based support for the existence of hypothetical bias in SC experiments. However,
the evidence does suggest that hypothetical bias is certainly an issue in many cases. A comprehensive table which summa-
rises the key studies measuring hypothetical bias in SC using SC/RP methods can be found in the online Supplementary
materials for this paper (Supplementary Table 2).

2.3. Mitigation of hypothetical bias

In recent years, a number of methods have been utilised in order to mitigate hypothetical bias. Mitigation techniques can
be divided into two groups based on their application, namely ex ante (e.g., cheap talk and incentive alignment) and ex post
(e.g., certainty scales and data calibration). Cheap talk is a text script that is shown to respondents prior to completing an
experiment which alerts respondents about possible bias and emphasises the importance of the respondent’s answers de-
spite the hypothetical nature of the designated task. Another hypothetical bias mitigation technique which has been growing
in popularity is the use of certainty scales, and their application as ‘certainty calibration’. Certainty calibration incorporates
respondent certainty (uncertainty) with decision-making into the modelling and evaluation criteria. It is posited that respon-
dents who are uncertain about their decisions are less likely to follow through with their choices in actuality. The most com-
mon certainty scales used in the literature are numeric 10-point scales (i.e., 0–10 or 1–10 point scales) or verbal scales, such
as ‘probably sure’ or ‘definitely sure’. Contrary to the widespread use of cheap talk and certainty scales in CV, the use of these
methods in SC is sparse but is slowly gaining attention.

Two principal methods of statistical calibration are discussed in the literature: pooling data and in-sample calibration
(Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, 1990; Bradley and Daly, 1997; Louviere et al., 2000). The data for this paper will not be pooled
for analysis of SC/RP models. Instead, the RP data for each respondent will be used as direct validation of the decision making
observed in the SC experiment.

2.3.1. Cheap talk
Cheap talk refers to a text script which is shown to respondents prior to completing an experiment. The script emphasises

the importance of the respondent’s answers, despite the hypothetical nature of the designated task. Various script lengths
have been tested in the literature, ranging from short scripts (a few sentences to one paragraph) to long scripts (five para-
graphs or more). There is still much conjecture about which script length is the more appropriate, but for most studies,
scripts are designed to suit the intended audience and proposed survey methodology. Overall, there is mixed evidence as
to the efficacy of cheap talk as a method for diluting the effects of hypothetical bias. Much of this evidence lies within
the realm of CV (Aadland and Caplan, 2003; Cummings and Taylor, 1999; List, 2001). However, some studies focus on cheap
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talk within SC experiments (Carlsson et al., 2005; Ladenburg and Olsen, 2010). Cheap talk is used in this research to deter-
mine whether it is useful in mitigating any hypothetical bias associated with the SC experiment. A summary table of the use
of cheap talk in SC studies can be found in the online Supplementary materials for this paper (Supplementary Table 3).
2.3.2. Certainty scales
There are two different response mechanisms commonly employed for capturing choice certainty within SC experiments;

a follow up question asking respondents to assess their level of certainty on a scale of some description such as one to ten or
zero percent to 100 percent; or asking respondents to qualitatively evaluate their level of certainty using categories such as
‘‘probably sure’’ or ‘‘definitely sure’’. The question about certainty is typically posed following each required choice task, ask-
ing respondents how certain they are about each choice they are required to make. Such a technique has proven to be useful
in eliminating potential bias induced by the hypothetical nature of an experiment (Blumenschein et al., 2008; Champ et al.,
2009, 1997; Johannesson, 1999; Li and Mattsson, 1995; Moore et al., 2010; Morrison and Brown, 2009).

While the use of certainty calibration in CV has been extensive, only tentative steps have been taken to examine the role
such a technique may play in SC experiments. Promisingly, in examining donation behaviour, Norwood (2005) found that
eliminating responses less than eight (on a ten point scale) bought the results from the hypothetical scenarios into alignment
with those from the real donation scenarios. Similar results were also found by Ready et al. (2010), where certainty calibra-
tion was successful in achieving results which were similar to real donations for an animal protection program. Whilst
encouraging, the validity of such a scale within SC experiments remains inconclusive due to the relatively small number
of published studies. A detailed table which compares the use of certainty scales in SC can be found in the online Supple-
mentary materials for this paper (Supplementary Table 4).
3. Analytical methods

3.1. SC design

The purpose of the SC experiment was to explore how respondents might hypothetically change their driving behaviour if
they were participating in a kilometre-based charging scheme (Fifer et al., 2011). The survey was designed to correspond
closely to the RP decision context to enable a valid examination of the extent of hypothetical bias. The survey was admin-
istered online to the qualified RP field sample in two waves. A description of the attributes is displayed below:

� Distance: The total vehicle kilometres driven (VKT) by trip purpose (work shopping/personal business, social/recrea-
tional). The number of travel days over the five week period on which that purpose was driven is also shown.
� Driving time of day: The percentage (%) of driving in the ‘Day’ (5 am–8 pm) and ‘Night’ (8 pm–5 am).
� Speeding: The percentage (%) of driving spent ‘Speeding’ and ‘Not Speeding’.
� Travel time: The average increase in travel time per trip (in minutes) if speeding was reduced.
� Charges: The amount of money you would pay (calculated as the cost of driving for the current alternative minus any

changes due to reduced kilometres, speeding, night-time driving) for the chosen alternative.

The SC scenario layout was designed to be simple and intuitive, with the final format selected after extensive piloting.
A combination of symbols and colours was used to allow the respondent to quickly and easily process the relevant infor-
mation and make decisions. An example screenshot of a choice situation for social trips is shown in Fig. 1. Choice scenarios
for the other trip purposes were identical to Fig. 1, except the colours in the graphs were different. Respondents answered
four choice situations for each of the three different trip purposes, namely work, shopping/personal business, and social/
recreational trips. Respondents only answered choice questions for the trip purposes which they drove (e.g., if a partici-
pant did not use their car for work trips then they were not required to complete work SC scenarios). Respondents were
presented with a choice between maintaining existing trips (the current alternative) and two hypothetical alternatives
involving changes to existing trips and receiving a reduced charge (e.g., cancelling trips, reducing speeding, changing time
of day).

Distance was presented as the total number of kilometres travelled in conjunction with the number of driving days during
the 5-week period and was displayed graphically to facilitate easier comparisons between the alternatives. Both driving time
of day and speeding were presented as percentages of occurrence throughout the 5-week driving period. The attribute travel
time, which represents the average increase in travel time per trip, was displayed as the number of extra minutes of travel
time per trip as a result of a reduction in speeding. The charging component consisted of a base incentive, shown to represent
the maximum possible amount of money participants could make, and a charge based on driving behaviour. The base incen-
tive amount for each respondent was shown prominently at the top of each scenario. The charge for driving, based on the
driving characteristics for each alternative, was shown at the bottom of the respective column. The monetary incentive for
participants to change their behaviour was calculated as the base incentive minus the charge. The incentive was structured
this way rather than shown directly because this followed the RP fieldwork charging design. For example, if the respondent
chose the current alternative because they did not want to change their driving behaviour, they would essentially pay back
their entire original base incentive and receive no final incentive.



Fig. 1. Example of the stated choice survey screen.
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In estimation the three trip purposes were combined to allow a larger sample size. Two main structures were used for
model estimation: (1) SC base model; and (2) SC panel model. In the SC base model, groupings of choice scenario answers
for each trip purpose were treated as if they were made by different pseudo-individuals in estimation of the panel effects to
allow for trip purpose differences within individuals. Estimation in this manner accounted for correlation in the preferences
of individuals within their set of choice scenarios. In addition, separate constants were estimated for the current alternative
to allow for differences in the means of effects that were not observed in the model. In the SC base panel model all choice
scenarios for each participant were grouped together as a pseudo-panel model for estimation with a single constant included
for the current alternative. The general structure of the model utility functions is shown in Eq. (1).
UCurrent ¼ ASCCurrent þ bDST xDistance þ bNT xNight þ bSPxSpeeding þ bTT xTraveltime þ bCHxCharge þ eCurrent

UAltA ¼ bDST xDistance þ bNT xNight þ bSPxSpeeding þ bTT xTraveltime þ bCHxCharge þ eAltA

UAltB ¼ bDST xDistance þ bNT xNight þ bSPxSpeeding þ bTT xTraveltime þ bCHxCharge þ eAltB

ð1Þ
3.2. Experimental design

In keeping with the before-and-after comparison structure of the RP field study, a pivot design was used incorporating a
reference alternative and two hypothetical alternatives (Rose and Bliemer, 2009; Rose et al., 2008). The reference alternative
(‘‘Current Trips’’) represented the status quo and was calculated directly for each respondent from the 5-weeks of GPS data
collected in the GPS ‘Before’ phase.

In view of the limited sample size available in this study a Bayesian-efficient design for each trip purpose was generated.
This experimental design method was chosen because it produces lower standard errors and therefore more reliable param-
eter estimates for a relatively small sample size. The experimental designs were constructed in Microsoft Excel, assuming a
uniform distribution of prior parameters with defined upper and lower limits, given the signs of the expected parameters
(Hensher et al., 2010). The prior parameter estimates for each attribute within each trip purpose model were derived using
attribute importance information gained from pilot interviews. Intuitively the prior parameters for charge and travel time
were assumed to be negative, while prior parameters for distance and driving at night were assumed positive. Distance
was assumed to be positive because respondents would prefer to maintain their level of driving (e.g., any reduction in driv-
ing would be considered a burden because of the alternative transport arrangements required and/or activities cancelled).
Speeding was allowed to vary from positive to negative because some participants might prefer more speeding and some
less. The final design produced 40 choice scenarios for each trip purpose, which were blocked into ten blocks of four choice
situations.



Fig. 2. Example of the cheap talk pop-up screen.
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3.3. Cheap talk

At the beginning of the SC survey approximately half of the respondents were randomly shown a cheap talk script. The
script designed for this study (shown in Fig. 2) was based on the standard format in the literature, which includes reminding
respondents about the likely bias from these hypothetical surveys and emphasising the importance of the results. More spe-
cifically, the script reinforced that this was a survey about hypothetical situations and that people often respond differently
to these surveys than they would in a similar real-life situation. The script also emphasised that the results from this survey
may be used in a developing a real-life application and therefore respondents needed to carefully consider their answers. A
medium-length script was deemed appropriate to adequately explain the information without over-burdening respondents
with too much information. To enhance attention and comprehension of the cheap talk script, respondents had to select a
button below the text to indicate that they had read the above information before proceeding with the survey. Hypothetical
bias classifications for respondents who were not shown cheap talk scripts are compared to evaluate the usefulness of cheap
talk in mitigating hypothetical bias.

3.4. Certainty calibration

Following the SC choice tasks, respondents were asked how certain they were about their preferred option (i.e., the alter-
native they ranked number ‘1’) on a 0–10 point scale. An example of this certainty scale is displayed in Fig. 3. A scale was
preferred to a categorical list because it is more commonly used and it allows the researcher greater flexibility in defining
uncertain responses. The certainty scale answers are typically integrated with the choice data to calibrate responses. In this
paper, survey responses are coded as certain/uncertain based on a scale threshold and are used to compare to the hypothet-
ical bias classification of each participant to see if a relationship exists (i.e., are respondents who are certain less likely to
exhibit hypothetical bias).
4. Results

The Generalised Mixed Logit model (GMX) was used for model estimation (Fiebig et al., 2010). The GMX model was first
operationalised by Fiebig et al. (2010) and subsequent authors (Greene and Hensher, 2010; Hess and Rose, 2010). It was orig-
inally reported that the GMX model accounted for not only preference heterogeneity but also scale heterogeneity between
respondents. Despite contrary claims in these early papers, the GMX model fails to identify separate and uncorrelated esti-
mates of scale and preference heterogeneity. Rather, it actually allows for more flexible distributions of heterogeneity
through a different parameterisation (Hess and Rose, 2012). All parameters were treated as random in the two models to
allow for estimation of individual conditional parameters. The parameters are called conditional because they are condi-
tioned on the chosen alternatives. Various distributions were tested; however, the constrained triangular distribution pro-
vided the best behavioural interpretation. The random parameters for both models were estimated in Nlogit 5.0 using 6000
Halton draws.

In the following, Unsj denotes the utility of alternative j by respondent n in choice situation s. RUT proposes that overall
utility Unsj can be written as the sum of the observable component, Vnsj, expressed as a function of the attributes presented
and a random or unexplained component, ensj as shown in Eq. (2).
5 Sub
Unsj ¼ Vnsj þ ensj ð2Þ
where5 Unsj is the overall utility of alternative j by respondent n in choice situation s; Vnsj is the observed or explained compo-
nent of utility (for alternative j by respondent n in choice situation s); ensj is the random or unexplained error component.

These random error components ensj (as expressed in Eq. (2)) are unobserved by the analyst, therefore assumptions are
made about the form of these unobserved error components associated with each alternative. The most common assumption
is that they are independently and identically distributed (IID) extreme value type 1 (EV1). This assumption is used exten-
sively in discrete choice modelling and leads to the formulation of all logit models (McFadden, 1974).
scripts commonly used: n for respondent, s for choice situation, j for alternative and k for parameter.



Fig. 3. Example of the certainty scale question.
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For the MNL model the parameter weights (b) are assumed to be invariant across the sample. This assumption can be
represented by the observed utility component in Eq. (3) below. Vnsj is referred to as the observable or explained component
because this is where the set of attributes that are observed are stored. The betas in Eq. (3) represent the relative weights
attached to each attribute. These weights define the importance of each attribute in its contribution to relative utility. Sigma
(rn) represents the scale and is typically normalised to one to allow for identification of parameters. Vnsj in its simplest form,
is typically assumed to be a linear relationship of observed attribute levels and the corresponding parameter weights.
6 In l
GMX m
Vnsj ¼ rn

XK

k¼1

bjkxnsjk ð3Þ
The above assumption of one parameter weight for all respondents in the MNL is often not appropriate. If we expect that
respondents within our sample are not entirely homogenous in their preferences (which is often the case in the study of hu-
man choice behaviour) then we should not be using an average parameter weight in our calculations. Fortunately, this
assumption has been made unnecessary by the development of more advanced models that allow for parameter weights
to vary with density f(b|X) over the sampled population, namely the MMNL and GMX models. These models can be further
defined by how the parameter weights vary over the population (i.e., cross-sectional and panel models). The cross-sectional
model suggests that parameter weights vary both within (i.e., parameters can vary across choice situations, s) and between
respondents (i.e., parameters can vary between respondents, n). The panel model is similar to the cross-sectional model;
however, the parameters are only allowed to vary between respondents, not within a respondent. The observed components
of utility for the cross-sectional and panel models are shown in Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. The MMNL parameter weights
(bnk) are now defined in Eq. (6) by a mean parameter ð�bkÞ and a standard deviation parameter gk which follow some under-
lying distribution (e.g., znsk � N(0,1)). The GMX parameter weights are defined in the next section, which details the impact
of scale heterogeneity.
Vnsj ¼ rn

XK

k¼1

bnskxnsjk ð4Þ

Vnsj ¼ rn

XK

k¼1

bnkxnsjk ð5Þ

bnk ¼ �bk þ gkznsk ð6Þ
Scale heterogeneity represents differences in behaviour of each respondent over repeated choice observations (i.e., the
degree of inconsistency in preferences).6 The parameter weights for the GMX model are expressed in Eq. (7).
bnk ¼ rn
�bþ cgnk þ ð1� cÞrngnk ð7Þ
where rn ¼ a scale parameter and c ¼ a weighting parameter.
In Eq. (7) scale is no longer normalised to one and impacts the mean b and also the standard deviation parameter via the

weighting parameter c. The scale parameter is constrained to be positive using the exponential transformation shown in Eq.
(8). Therefore, it is the parameter tau, s, that represents the degree of heterogeneity (i.e., as s increases so too does
heterogeneity).
rn ¼ expð�rþ se0nÞ where e0n � Nð0;1Þ ð8Þ
The results for the two models are shown in Table 1. All parameters were significant and of the expected signs. Results for
distance parameters suggest that participants were concerned with the ability to drive and were reluctant to significantly
reduce their driving. Nevertheless, the significant parameter for charge indicates that on average participants preferred to
choose trip options with lower charges and were willing to change some of their current driving behaviour to reduce the
charges to make some money.

Assessing the suitability of the GMX SC models, the gamma (weighting parameter) and tau (scale heterogeneity param-
eter) parameters are both significant. This means that the GMX model (via a more flexible distribution) provides an improve-
ment to the Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) model.
ine with previous terminology, the GMX scaling parameter r will be referred to as a scale parameter throughout this paper. This does not mean that the
odel provides separately identified preference and scale heterogeneity.



Table 1
GMX model results.

SC base model SC panel model

Parameter (t-ratio) Parameter (t-ratio)

Attributes
Constant (current alt – shopping) �0.988 (�6.650) �0.761 (�8.320)
Constant (current alt – social) �0.754 (�4.910)
Constant (current alt – work) �0.372 (�2.380)
Distance 0.022 (21.170) 0.016 (17.140)
Time of day (night) 3.459 (4.010) 3.580 (5.050)
Speeding �2.608 (�2.160) �2.676 (�3.070)
Travel time �0.047 (�2.220) �0.041 (�2.820)
Charge �0.078 (�13.120) �0.054 (�9.490)

Standard deviation
Distance 0.022 (21.170) 0.016 (17.140)
Time of day (night) 3.459 (4.010) 3.580 (5.050)
Speeding 5.216 (2.160) 5.352 (3.070)
Travel time 0.094 (2.220) 0.082 (2.820)
Charge 0.156 (13.120) 0.108 (9.490)

GMX
Tau (scale heterogeneity parameter) 0.992 (7.870) 0.992 (6.250)
Gamma (weighting parameter) 0.501 (3.080) 0.500 (3.410)
Sigma (mean parameter of scale variance) 0.875 0.874

Model fit
Sample 456 170
Observations 1824 1824
Log likelihood (0) �4007.738 �2003.869
Log likelihood (B) �1624.874 �1609.118
Akaike information Criterion 1.793 1.773
McFadden q2 0.595 0.197
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4.1. Prevalence of hypothetical bias

In defining hypothetical bias the most crucial point to consider is what level of difference between the measured values
should constitute a significant difference. To answer this question, three different SC model outputs and multiple definitions
of bias are used to examine the hypothetical bias in this research. These measurements include Marginal Willingness to Pay
– MWTP, Total Willingness to Pay – TWTP and model predictions. In this paper the terms percentage of hypothetical bias and
bias levels are used to refer to the percentage of participants affected by hypothetical bias under the various definitions ap-
plied and tested.

(1) MWTP: Using the SC modelling data, VKT MWTP for each individual for each trip purpose was calculated using indi-
vidual conditional parameter distributions. MWTP is calculated as the ratio of the change in marginal utility of an
attribute (e.g., vkt) to the change in marginal utility for a cost attribute. In this research the ratio of parameters
was simulated in Excel using 6000 Halton draws from a triangular distribution with corresponding mean and standard
deviation parameters for each participant. The median value is used to represent the VKT MWTP for each participant.
VKT MWTP represents the value participants’ place on a kilometre of travel. The actual VKT MWTP was calculated
using the number of kilometres driven in the ‘Before’ period divided by the total new kilometre charges in the ‘After’
period. For example, if a participant with a base rate of $0.15 drove 1000 km in the ‘Before’ period they would have
accrued charges equivalent to $150. If this same participant then reduced their driving in the ‘After’ period to
600 km they would have been charged $90. Using these specifications, the participant would have a VKT MWTP of
$0.09, calculated by dividing the charges from the ‘After’ ($90) by the VKT in the ‘Before’ (1000 km). SC VKT MWTP
values were compared to the actual values to determine if each participant is exhibiting hypothetical bias. Various
coding methods were tested and compared to ensure that any findings are not a result of the coding structure used
but rather are a product of existing hypothetical bias.

(2) TWTP: Consumer surplus is the monetary representation of the outcome in utility from a choice situation. Different
scenarios can be evaluated by comparing a change in consumer surplus between the null alternative and the applica-
tion of interest (otherwise referred to as TWTP). Train (2009, p. 56) defines the change in consumer surplus in Eq. (9).7

TWTP is calculated for every participant using the mean parameters (b0s) of the individual conditional parameter distri-
butions from the SC model and the actual data (X0s) for the two observed periods from the RP field study. It is assumed
that any changes made in the field study between the two observational periods are in deliberate response to the
7 See Dussán and Ullrich (2010) for an extension of consumer surplus to the random parameters model.
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charging regime (e.g., the participant made the changes to make money). Therefore, if preferences are the same between
the two data sources then we would expect that TWTP values calculated using the field study data combined with the SC
parameters would be large or at least positive (i.e., utility or satisfaction for behaviour in the ‘After’ period would be
greater than in the ‘Before’ period). Using this definition any participant with a TWTP value that was negative was
deemed to be subject to hypothetical bias. This coding structure is used as the general classification of hypothetical bias
using TWTP data.
DEðCSnÞ ¼
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where bCharge is the parameter for charge; eVAfter
nj is the exponential of the observed component of utility for the After period

(for alternative j by respondent n); eVBefore
nj is the exponential of the observed component of utility for the Before period (for

alternative j by respondent n).
(3) Model predictions: Probabilities were calculated by inputting aggregate GPS field study values (i.e., actual GPS data for

the ‘Before’ and ‘After’ periods) into the SC model probability equations (i.e., using the SC mean parameters (b0s) from
the individual conditional parameter distributions) to estimate the probabilities for the two field work alternatives.
The probability of choosing the ‘After’ alternative (i.e., the actual changes each respondent made in the field study)
for each respondent, calculated using the SC model parameters, was used to define how well the SC model predicts
the actual changes in behaviour in the field study (i.e., model predictions). Throughout this discussion the model prob-
abilities are converted to percentages when referring to model predictions. If the preferences in the SC experiment and
the field study are analogous (i.e., there is minimal to low hypothetical bias) we would expect the prediction values for
the ‘After’ alternative using the actual data to be high. What constitutes a high prediction value is ambiguous and open
to the interpretation of the researcher. To avoid this ambiguity, bias was coded as any incorrect prediction values (i.e.,
prediction values for the ‘After’ alternative less than 50%).

4.1.1. Base model hypothetical bias definitions
The structure used to define hypothetical bias is displayed in Fig. 4. There are three methods for coding hypothetical bias

using VKT MWTP data. In the first and second coding regimes, differences between classified changes in VKT from the field
study and SC study are compared (i.e., each participant was classified as having made a change or not having made a change
in VKT by evaluating the difference between the calculated MWTP and the assigned base rate). The base charge rate for par-
ticipants aged 17–30 was $0.20 per kilometre and for participants aged 31–65 was $0.15 per kilometre. Changes are defined
as reductions in VKT in the ‘After’ period and are calculated as any VKT MWTP value that is smaller (i.e., less negative) than
the associated negative base charge rate. For example, a participant with a base rate of �$0.15 who had an estimated VKT
Fig. 4. Hypothetical bias definitions.
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MWTP of �$0.10 would be classified as having made a change. Alternatively if the same participant had a VKT MWTP of
�$0.25 they would be classified as having made no change. In the SC models there were few respondents with VKT MWTP
values below the negative base rate (i.e., between �$0.15 or �$0.20 and $0.00). Therefore any SC VKT MWTP that was smal-
ler (i.e., less negative) than the negative base rate by more than $0.01 was deemed a change. This same classification was
used for the actual VKT MWTP change classification in coding regime 1. However, in coding regime 2, a change was defined
as a VKT MWTP value that was more than $0.05 smaller (i.e., less negative) than the negative base rate. This secondary clas-
sification was used to reduce the possibility of incorrect coding because of random fluctuations in behaviour by classifying
only large changes as relevant. The last coding regime (coding regime 4) directly compared differences between the actual
VKT MWTP truncated values and SC VKT MWTP truncated values. In coding regime 4, hypothetical bias was classified as a
greater than $0.03 difference between the values.

Two coding structures were used to define hypothetical bias using TWTP data. In coding regime 1, any participant with a
negative TWTP value was classified as biased. In addition, a second coding regime was also applied which classified hypo-
thetical bias as not only participants with negative TWTP values but also participants with small TWTP values (i.e., <$10).
Similar to TWTP bias classifications, two coding structures were used to define hypothetical bias using model prediction val-
ues. In the first coding regime, incorrect predictions (i.e., prediction probabilities of less than 50% for the ‘After’ alternative)
were coded as affected by hypothetical bias. The second coding regime also included poor predictions, coding any prediction
values less that 60% as biased.

4.1.2. VKT MWTP hypothetical bias
The total percentage of participants affected by hypothetical bias using the different coding regimes and the direction of

the bias is displayed graphically in Fig. 5. In total the percentage of biased participants is consistent using coding regimes 1
and 4 and generally lower using coding regime 2. Regardless of which coding regime is used as the definitive measure, hypo-
thetical bias is an issue for a substantial number of participants in this study. The direction of the bias distinguishes whether
the difference is a result of an observed change in the RP field study and no change in the SC survey or alternatively an ob-
served change in the SC survey and no change in the RP field study.

4.1.3. TWTP and model prediction hypothetical bias
TWTP hypothetical bias classifications and bias classifications using model prediction values are displayed in Fig. 6. Two

different coding regimes are used to classify hypothetical bias for each measurement (coding regimes 1 and 2). The bias clas-
sifications generated using TWTP and model predictions are very similar within each coding regime. On average, hypothet-
ical bias percentages calculated using TWTP and model prediction measures are smaller than VKT MWTP hypothetical bias
percentages. Despite this difference, a significant proportion of participants are still considered biased using the TWTP and
model prediction bias classifications.

4.2. Sources of hypothetical bias

In other studies investigating hypothetical bias, the prevalence of bias is determined by examining aggregate differences
in model outcomes using SP and RP data sources (e.g., generally MWTP and/or TWTP differences). Studying hypothetical bias
in this way allows for only a top-line view with limited extension to investigate other influences on hypothetical bias. More
specifically, aggregate analysis does not allow the researcher to report on the prevalence of hypothetical bias (i.e., how many
participants are affected by hypothetical bias) or give any insight into why hypothetical bias occurs (i.e., correlates of hypo-
thetical bias). More detailed analysis of individual participants is required to further understand the nature of hypothetical
bias. In this research every individual has been classified into a hypothetical bias category (i.e., biased or not biased) allowing
extensive analysis.

Rather than simply splitting the raw data counts by every other variable, a model was used to measure the relationships
between the hypothetical bias measures and other important variables. The use of such a model allowed the relationships to
Fig. 5. VKT MWTP hypothetical bias.



Fig. 6. TWTP and model prediction hypothetical bias.
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be quantified, while accounting for complex interactions within the set of independent variables. The nature of the binary
dependant variable lends itself to examination using a binary logit model. The Generalised Linear Model (GLM) using a logit
link in SPSS was used to estimate the model relationship.

The independent variables used in the GLM include standard demographics (gender and age), mitigation techniques
(cheap talk and certainty-scale coding), study design (experience and trip purpose) and study outcomes (incentive and
change). A flowchart outlining the structure of the model is displayed in Fig. 7.

Median certainty scores from the SC survey were used to construct the certainty variable. Participants with average cer-
tainty scores below eight were coded as uncertain and participants with average scores greater than or equal to eight coded
as certain. In the literature a score of seven or eight on the certainty scale is typically used to best align with actual decisions.
Experience refers to when the SC survey was completed in relation to the RP field study (i.e., either before the field study,
coded as ‘no experience’ or after the field study, coded as ‘experience’). In the variable ‘incentive’, participants who had a
starting incentive greater than or equal to $250 were coded as high, while participants with a starting incentive less than
$250 were coded as low. The variable ‘Change’ is included to represent whether a participant changed their behaviour in
the field study and received any incentive (coded as ‘change’) or did not change their behaviour and received no incentive
(coded as ‘no change’). The specific results from the GLM are not presented in this paper due to space limitations; however,
the most significant findings/implications are discussed in the following section.

A summary of the main correlates of hypothetical bias for the Base model is displayed in Table 2. In each table a ‘Yes’
indicates that the independent variable has a significant relationship with hypothetical bias and a ‘No’ indicates that the var-
iable does not have significant relationship with hypothetical bias. In most models all of the variables had some relationship
Fig. 7. Model of the sources of hypothetical bias.



Table 2
Summary of GLM findings (base GMX model).

Measurement MWTP TWTP Model predictions

Coding regime 1 2 4 1 2 1 2

Gender No Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (IM)
Age Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (IM)
Cheap talk Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I)
Certainty Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM)
Experience Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I)
Model Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (I) N/A N/A N/A N/A
Change Yes (I) No Yes (IM) Yes (I) No Yes (I) Yes (IM)
Incentive Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (IM) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (I)
Trip purpose Yes (I) Yes (I) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM) Yes (IM)

(I) Included in model as an interaction with other variables, (M) Included in model as a main effect, (IM) Included in model as a main and interaction effect.
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with hypothetical bias (i.e., either through an interaction with other variables or as a main effect). The variables with the
largest effects in each model are highlighted.8 The impact of cheap talk is constant across all measures (MWTP, TWTP and
model predictions) and coding structures. However, the influence of certainty is only evident in TWTP and model prediction
measures. Trip purpose also has a significant relationship with hypothetical bias. Further details about the modelling of the
sources of hypothetical bias can be found in previous research conducted by the authors (Fifer, 2011).
5. Discussions and conclusions

5.1. Prevalence of hypothetical bias

This research supports the existence of hypothetical bias in SC methods irrespective of the model outcomes used to mea-
sure the bias, the rules used to define the bias and the mitigation techniques applied to reduce the bias.

Different coding rules for hypothetical bias are applied for each model outcome to test for differences between the SC and
RP data sources. Multiple rule definitions are used to represent the lower and upper boundaries of bias. Differences in hypo-
thetical bias classifications using the multiple coding regimes represent the sensitivity of the model outcome to hypothetical
bias calculations. In all measurements, even if the most basic coding regime is applied, at least one in five participants are
still affected by hypothetical bias.

Hypothetical bias classifications using TWTP and model predictions were very similar. Although still correlated, MWTP
bias classifications did not significantly overlap with TWTP and prediction classifications of bias. Differences between these
results are to be expected because MWTP calculations do not include the influence of other attributes, including night-time
driving, speeding and travel time increases in this study. Variation in measured bias between the different model outcomes
is consistent with other research in the literature where MWTP and TWTP have been compared (Alfnes et al., 2006; Lusk and
Schroeder, 2004). These findings demonstrate the importance of the choice of model outcome when evaluating hypothetical
bias.

5.2. Effectiveness of cheap talk as a mitigation method

The effectiveness of cheap talk as a tool to mitigate hypothetical bias varies considerably in the literature. This variation is
partially explained by differences in the type and length of the cheap talk scripts and importantly the context of the SC
experiment. In this research, cheap talk appears to have some influence on hypothetical bias but more so as an interaction
with experience and certainty than as a direct effect.

The inclusion of a cheap talk script emphasises the impact of certainty on hypothetical bias. Whilst not always statisti-
cally significant, if after viewing a cheap talk script, respondents are certain of their responses, in almost all cases hypothet-
ical bias is lower. These findings imply that participants use the certainty scale differently when shown a cheap talk script
than when they are not shown a cheap talk script. In general, therefore, if participants are certain about their survey re-
sponses after viewing a cheap talk script, then we can be more confident that their responses will more closely align with
their actual behaviour. The converse is also true: if participants are not certain about their survey responses after being
shown a cheap talk script then they are more likely to be confused about their decisions and display inconsistences between
their survey responses and actual behaviour.

In measuring hypothetical bias, participants with experience are less sensitive to the inclusion of a cheap talk script than
participants without experience. This may be because participants with experience are already aware of and familiar with
the decision context and further reminders about possible bias and the importance of their answers through a cheap talk
8 The top 3–4 variables are highlighted in each table. These variables were selected by evaluating the number of times each independent variable featured in
the model (both main and interaction effects) and the significance of these relationships (evaluated using the Wald chi-square statistic and p-values).
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script is redundant. This finding is supported by previous research investigating hypothetical bias in CV (Champ et al., 2009).
Considered in isolation, this relationship suggests that the use of a cheap talk script is more relevant for studies in which
participants have no experience with the decision scenario.

5.3. Effectiveness of certainty scales as a mitigation method

Participant uncertainty is clearly associated with hypothetical bias. It is intuitive to reason that the more certain partic-
ipants are about their responses in the SC survey, then the less likely they are to display inconsistencies between these re-
sponses and their behaviour in the field study. This influence is apparent as a direct effect and as an interaction effect with
other variables in the modelling of the correlates of hypothetical bias. The influence of certainty on hypothetical bias is par-
ticularly pronounced for participants with experience and also for participants who are shown a cheap talk script. These re-
sults are to be expected because participants with experience are more familiar with the decision scenario and are already
likely to have developed some preconceived judgements about the decision scenario. This may lead them to take the choice
task more seriously and make better-informed decisions because they understand how participating in this scheme could
affect their actual life. Likewise, participants who are shown a cheap talk script are encouraged to take the task more seri-
ously and answer as if they were participating in a real scenario. A survey response with higher certainty from participants in
either of these two groups is more likely to be consistent with behaviour in the field study. It is highly recommended that
researchers and practitioners include a certainty scale in future SC studies to test for these effects.

5.4. Conclusions

This research demonstrates that hypothetical bias is a significant issue in SC surveys. A review of the literature suggests
that the size and direction of the bias is sensitive to study design and context. In this study, a number of methods are used to
define hypothetical bias to rigorously examine the overall impact. Given the lack of consensus in the literature surrounding
the size and direction of the hypothetical bias, the focus of this research is not on the magnitude of hypothetical bias but
rather on its prevalence. Regardless of the particular methods used to assess hypothetical bias, the results indicate that hypo-
thetical bias affects at least one in every five participants but up to every second participant. The extent to which the specific
results from this research can be generalised to other SC studies is not clear. However, the results support the theory that SC
studies are inherently prone to hypothetical bias and that mitigation methods can aid in reducing this bias in certain
circumstances.

The practical implications of these findings provide a cautionary warning to researchers and practitioners in this field
who use the results from SC models to aid in making important market decisions. Outcomes from this research will hopefully
not detract from the use of SC methods but rather encourage researchers to be aware that a certain level of bias will likely be
present in SC surveys and they should therefore take the necessary precautions to limit the extent of this bias. These pre-
cautions include the use of cheap talk scripts and certainty scales as well as the careful monitoring of sample characteristics
(e.g., experience and demographics).

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
j.tra.2013.12.010.
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